PICKING UP SOME LUNCH
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ACROSS
1. Old boy king
4. Scratch
9. Utter nonsense
15. Caper in a screwball comedy
16. Japanese canine
17. Austrian horse on the sea?
20. Stag
21. "The Umbrellas of Cherbourg" director Jacques
22. Chess go
23. Name the Beatles rhymed with "meter"
24. Newspaper that finally started running daily crosswords, briefly
27. "Shoo, household allergen!"
32. Archaeologist's discovery
33. Dent Blanche and Finsteraarhorn's range
34. Dismally low search engine result for a population count?
40. Roasted asparagus, e.g.
41. Biblical character whose name means "hairy"
42. Two things in a door?
49. Fake ones are from out of state
50. Canceled check word
51. "Avatar" actor Stephen
53. "New ___" (Fox sitcom)
54. Give, as a free dinner
57. Tea that gives you drive?
61. Violin worth around $600,000
62. The Super Bowl, e.g.
63. Thanksgiving veggie
64. Hypercompetitive and impatient
65. Cleans up the lawn
66. Jane Goodall’s subject

DOWN
1. Graveyard shift time
2. Use some Liquid-Plumr
3. Tom Brady's number
4. Burrito holder?
5. "The one the ___"
6. Big name in lifting cars
7. Attitude
8. Bitter tasting
9. Dangerous cargo
10. Doing fine
11. Some holiday guests
12. Vehicle with tons of sports equipment
13. Scratch the surface?
18. Disable the alarm, say
19. Letter between epsilon and eta
23. Healthy bread bit
24. Drug kingpin White
25. Spends some time with one's Buds
26. Babies in blue, for short
28. "The Muppets" channel
29. Bad news
30. Political cartoonist Telnaes
31. "Bali ___"
34. Going into overtime
35. Dreyer's rival
36. Org. concerned with college affordability
37. Manipulation
38. Button that changes the broadcast to Spanish
39. "What's that?"
40. Participate in a biathlon
43. Big name in semiconductors
44. Her enemy is Swiper
45. Steal bit by bit
46. "Frozen" snowman
47. One of the Jacksons
48. Capture
52. Phrase said with a shrug
53. Everybody who came to the game
54. Lo-o-o-ong trip
55. Thinker Descartes
56. Little newts
57. Parked it
58. Sheldon's girlfriend on "The Big Bang Theory"
59. Back and forth at the pool
60. Frozen eggs